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BOSCH FARMS – RED DEER, ALBERTA
Today we started the final keuring of the second tour at the wellaccommodated Bosch Farms. Due to the weather we had to rearrange the
schedule so we could do the entire keuring indoors. The participants were all
helpful and understanding of the situation.
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Kinkade CR

The best young horse of the keuring was the jumper colt Kinkade CR (Utrillo
v/d Heffinck x Beautifuldence stb by Indoctro pref; b/o Shauna Cook of
Carousel Ridge). He was well developed, long lined and correct but he could
be more expressive. In movement he was supple, well-balanced and showed
sufficient power but could be quicker. Kinkade CR moved into the 4th spot
in the nation.

Second place in the jumper foal class went to Klaireusa BF (Toulon x
Dereusa S keur sport/sp by Numero Uno pref; b/o John and Jacquie van
den Bosch of Bosch Farms). She was a very expressive filly with a
powerful canter, but she could be longer lined and should show better use
of her body.

Erwin V.D.W.

Gemstone

The top mature jumper today was Erwin V.D.W. (Unaniem x Niwendy
elite by Indoctro pref; breeder A.N. van der Wey, owner Antonia Allegro).
He was a well-developed and good jumping type, earning a 70 for
conformation. In his free jumping he scored a 75 to receive his ster
predicate. Under saddle he improved to score four 8’s for his canter,
attitude, rideability and talent, giving him a total of 77.5 for his IBOP. In
order to earn a higher score he should be more supple in the
hindquarters.
The functionally built mare Gemstone (Tangelo v/d Zuuthoeve pref x Pearl
reg by Ferro pref; b/o John and Jacquie van den Bosch of Bosch Farms)
received her ster and keur eligible predicate based on her good scope and
athleticism. In her IBOP she showed the same talent with a good attitude
and rideability. She passed her IBOP with a total score of 76 points to
become a keur mare.
These remarks are for a snapshot in the lifetime of a horse.
Not all first premium or ster horses are mentioned in “The Reports from the Road”;
only those horses that really stand out to the jury.

IBOP

Stb/Ster

CBF Cup

2-YearOlds

Foals

Jumper
Erwin VDW (Unaniem x Indoctro)
Gemstone (Tangelo v/d Zuuthoeve x Ferro)
Jumping Mares
Gemstone (Tangelo v/d Zuuthoeve x Ferro)
STB/Ster 3-to-7 Year Old geldings and
stallions
Erwin V.D.W. (Unaniem x Indoctro)
4-Year-Olds
Gemstone (Tangelo v/d Zuuthoeve x Ferro)
Go Blue (Bosch Blue x Indorado)
Gameboy (Phin Phin x Lupicor)
Jumper
Indigo KVS (Catoki x Quidam de Revel)
Izidora BF (Quasimodo Z x Goodtimes)
Jumpers
Kinkade CR (Utrillo x Indoctro)
Klaire USA BF (Toulon x Numero Uno)
Kalamita 10-18 (Indoctro x Nimmerdor)
Kokosinaa (Bosch Blue x Pyriet)
King of Hearts BF (Bosch Blue x Numero Uno)

Results
77.5
76 keur
70/75 ster
KE

70/75 ster
78
74
73

72
70
78
75
74
72.5
71

